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Problem 
The following directions explaining how to expand your Profiles II from 1 
drive to several. In Profiles it is possible to COPY data files from one 
drive to another and then killing the file where you don't want it without 
any problems. Profile II will find the file wherever it is. 

Solution 
'!WO SEGMENTS - ONE EXPANSION DRIVE 

If the user has two segments and 1 expansion drive the following should be 
copied from drive 0 to drive 1 to allow for maximum capacity.After these 
files have been copied to Drive 1 KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A BACKUP 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN. 
H*/DAT 
H*/PMP 
H*/PRT 
H*/LBl 

***/PM2 
H*/PR2 
H*/LB2 

H*/PM3 
H*/PR3 
H*/LB3 

niREE SEGMENTS - ONE EXPANSION DRIVE 

***/PM4 
***/PR4 
***/LB4 

H*/PM5 
H*/PR5 
H*/LB5 

If the user has three segments and 1 expansion drive the following should 
be copied to drive 1 to allow for maximum capacity. After these files have 
been copied to Drive 1 KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A BACKUP BEFORE YOU 
BEGIN. 

***/DAT 
H*/PMP 

***/DA2 
***/PM2 
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If the user has four segments and 1 expansion drive the following should be 
copied to drivel to allow for maximum capacity. After these files have 
been copied to Drivel KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A BACKUP BEFORE YOU 
BEGIN. 
'lrlr*/DA2 
-lrlr* /PMP 
-lrlr*/PRT 
tt•/LBl 

-lrlr*/DA3 
-lrlr* /PM2 
-ktt/PR2 
tt*/LB2 

-lrlr* / PM3 
***/PR3 
tt*/LB3 

'IWO SEGMENTS - 'IWO EXPANSION DRIVES 

tt* /PM4 
***/PR4 
***/LB4 

***/PMS 
***/PRS 
***/LBS 

If the user has two segments and 2 expansion drives the following should be 
copied to drives l & 2 to allow for maximum capacity. After these files 
have been copied to Drive 1 and 2 KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A BACKUP 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN. 
Drive 1 ***/KEY 
Drive 2 ***/DAT 

TiiREE SEGMENTS - TiiREE EXPANSION DRIVES 

If the user has three segments and 3 expansion drives the following should 
be copied to drives l, 2, & 3 to allow maximum capacity.After these files 
have been copied to Drive 1, 2, and 3 KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A BACKUP 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN. 
Drive 1 
-Ir** /DAT 
***/PMP ***/PM2 -Ir** /PM3 -Ir** /PM4 ***/PMS 
Drive 2 
***/DA2 
*""*/PRT ***/PR2 -lr**/PR3 ***/PR4 ***/PRS 
DRIVE 3 
***/DA3 
***/LBl *""*/LB2 "'**/LB3 -k-k*/LB4 -k-k*/LBS 

FOUR SEGMENTS - 'IWO EXPANSION DRIVES 

If the user has four segments and 2 expansion drives the following should 
be copied to drives land 2 to allow for maximum capacity. After these 
files have been copied to Drive 1 and 2 KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A 
BACKUP BEFORE YOU BEGIN. 
Drive 1 
***/DAT 
***/PMP 
***/PRT 
-.\-k*/LBl 
Drive 2 
-H:*/DA2 

*** /PM2 
*'k*/PR2 
***/LB2 

***/DA3 

***/PM3 
***/PR3 
-tt1*/LB3 

-tt*/PM4 
-tt* /PR4 
-kk*/LB4 

-tt* /PMS 
***/PRS 
'lr-k* /LB 5 
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FOUR SEGMENTS - THREE EXPANSION DRIVES 

If the user has four segments and 3 expansion drives the following should 
be copied to drives 1, 2, and 3 to allow for maximum capacity. After these 
files have been copied to Drive 1, 2, and 3 KILL them off Drive 0. MAKE A 
BACKUP BEFORE YOU BEGIN. 
Drivel 
-lrlr*/DAT 
-lrlr*/PMP ***/PM2 ***/PM3 -lrlr* /PM4 tt* /PMS 
Drive 2 
tt*/DA2 
***/PRT ***/PR2 ***/PR3 ***/PR4 -lrlr*/PR5 
Drive 3 
***/DA3 
***/LBl ***/LB2 ***/LB3 ***/LB4 -lrlr*/LBS 

NOTE: THE *** REPRE1?ENTS YOUR FILE NAME. 

NOTE: The Profiles II that you have set up may not have all of the above 
files, depending on how many label formats, printer formats, and screen 
formats your Profiles has. 


